Excelerator
It’s Sage from your spreadsheet

On premise and online

Excel to Sage integration
Excelerator is the powerful, proven Excel add-in that creates
seamless integration from Excel to Sage 200, Sage 500 and
Sage 1000. With a mouse click, data is validated and updated
to Sage with complete accuracy, redefining user expectations
and cutting data processing costs by up to 50%.

Making the exceptional accessible
Most of us use Excel without even thinking about it, which is precisely
the point. It’s familiar, intuitive and supremely flexible: perfectly
designed for autocomplete, calculations, formulas, highlighting fields,
graphs and numerous other data entry tasks. Excelerator allows you to
harness this familiar versatility to edit Sage accounts data without
compromising Excel functionality in any way. You can edit and create
new sales invoices, purchase orders, stock items and much more, using
the elegant simplicity and user friendliness that is simply second
nature.

Validation and control
Using Excel functionality for data entry,
Excelerator
user-friendly.
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controls within Sage are maintained and
applied in Excel, so the integrity of data and
financial rigour are never compromised. This is
a clear demonstration of how Excelerator
assimilates the key advantages of both Excel
and Sage.
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Spreadsheet Designer
Excelerator includes the user-friendly Spreadsheet
Designer. This elegant, powerful function allows you to
take literally any spreadsheet and convert it effortlessly
into an Excelerator Template. Now you can design
spreadsheets as forms that are sent to and from
customers. Where a third party application has been
used, an Excelerator Template can be dropped as an
overlay onto the spreadsheet, allowing data to be saved
directly into Sage without the need for any custom
software development.

Popularity
With over 4000 licences issued across the world, we hold 40% of the Sage
1000 and Sage 500 market. In fact, every reseller of these products has at
least one Excelerator customer benefitting from our unique Excel to Sage
integration.

Key benefits
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Increase productivity by 100%.



Cut data processing costs by 50%.



Capitalises on existing Excel skills.



Reduce training costs.
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Don’t take our word for it
“We installed the tool when we were starting our year end and were amazed at how easy it was to install and
use. We achieved a time saving of 10 days within the first month of implementation. Excelerator is a
must-have for any organization using Sage.” - Keith Brown, Head of Technical Services, YHA

“Excelerator has cut our Month end reporting time from seven days to five within the first month of
implementation.” - Brian May, Finance Director, Bunzl

Excelerator for Sage 200 modules
Available on premise and online.
Cash Book Payments

Purchase Ledger Invoices

Settlement Discount VAT Credits

ES200CBPSTPR

ES200PLISTLM

ES200SLVSTPR

Cash Book Receipts

Purchase Orders

SL Receipt Allocation

ES200CBRSTPR

ES200PLISTPR

ES200SRASTPR

Customers

Sales Ledger Invoice

Stock

ES200CUSSTPR

ES200SLISTPR

ES200STMSTPR

Sales Order

Supplier Price List

ES200SORSTPR

ES200SPLSTPR

NL Journals
ES200NLJSTPR

PL Pay Allocation
ES200PPASTLM

Suppliers

Sales Quotation

ES200SUPSTPR

ES200SQTSTPR

Enquire now for a FREE demo
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